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Abstract. This paper presents a robotics laboratory originated by the collabora-
tion between the university and high school within the Italian school-work tran-
sition program. The educational objective of the proposed lab is twofold: 1) ease
the transfer of robotic researchers’ expertise into useful means for the students’
learning; 2) teaching by practice the multidisciplinarity of robotics. We exploited
the RoboCup Junior Race as a useful scenario to cover topics from 3D print-
ing for fast prototyping to low-level and high-level controller design. An ad-hoc
end-of-term student survey confirms the effectiveness of the approach. Finally,
the paper includes some considerations on how general problems in the robotic
and scientific community, such as gender issues and COVID-19 restrictions, can
impact the educational robotics activities.

Keywords: Educational Robots, Lego Mindstorms NXT, High School, RoboCup
Junior race, Italian work-school transition program

1 Introduction

The fast development of robotics is leading towards a greater and greater presence of
robots in our society. One of the main sectors in which robots are showing their poten-
tial outside of industry and research is represented by education. As a matter of fact,
educational robotics programs in schools are spreading worldwide [1].

The use of robots as a teaching method has been suggested to develop and improve
not only students’ academic skills (e.g., mathematics and geometry, coding, physics,
etc.), but also to boost important soft skills [2], although further quantitative research
might be needed to confirm this [3]. In particular, educational robotics is expected to
help develop problem-solving, logic reasoning, creativity, linguistic skills, and social
skills such as teamwork and interactions with peers [4, 5].

Robotics has been largely deployed in high-school curricula as well as in secondary
and primary schools [6, 7]. One of the most common tools that have been proven to be
effective for introducing robotics to children and young students is LEGO Mindstorms3.
Indeed, the pedagogical use of LEGO goes in the direction of learning through play,
shown as a very efficient approach for students’ learning [8].

3 https://www.lego.com/it-it/themes/mindstorms
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As expected, while students are usually very enthusiastic about the use of robots at
school, teachers may feel anxious about it and need adequate formation and, possibly,
technical support during the lessons [9, 7, 10].

Although many experiences have been conducted, robotic courses held by univer-
sity robotic researchers are not common in most of the pre-university institutes. In this
work, we describe a collaboration between the “Research Center E. Piaggio” of the
University of Pisa and an Italian high school of the scientific and technological area
(“ITI Galileo Galilei”, Livorno, Italy). The collaboration was born in 2018 within the
national program for school-work transition promoted by the Italian Ministry of Edu-
cation (MIUR). The aim of the program is twofold: 1) putting into practice in realistic
working environments the knowledge acquired at school; 2) helping the students in
making a conscious decision on their future job or university career.

The objective of this paper is to share our experience that we think could be taken
as a model by teachers in future robotics couses. Results of the students’ end-of-term
survey are reported and show positive feedback on the proposed approach. Finally, the
paper also aims at discussing gender issues and COVID-19 restriction problems in the
educational robotic field.

2 Preliminary activities

Before starting the robotics lessons in class, the students attended a general introduction
about the activities of the “Research Center E. Piaggio” of the University of Pisa. In
particular, a Professor of the University and the Ph.D. students that participated in the
project (i.e., the authors) presented their research topics: humanoid robots, autonomous
cars, drones, etc. The students had also the opportunity to visit the laboratories of the
“Research Center E. Piaggio” and see real robots (e.g., KUKA arm [11], EGO robot
[12]). During this visit, they could get an insight into real-world robotics applications.
They also understood that robotics is not only limited to industrial robots but is a wide
field that includes, for example, the realization of prosthetic robotic hands (e.g., the
Pisa/IIT Softhand Pro [13]) and wearable haptics devices (e.g., the CUFF device [14]
and the Skin-stretch device [15]), which are developed to restore the sense of touch in
amputees.

These preliminary activities were of particular importance to introduce a large group
of students to robotics and to give them a general overview of the multidisciplinarity of
robotics, which includes mechanics, electronics, programming, automatic control and
so on. Moreover, they could see how working in robotics can be an actual profession
and had the chance to taste what working in the field of robotic research means (e.g.,
working in teams and finding people with different backgrounds such as bio-medical,
mechanical, computer, automation, and even management engineers). Finally, the stu-
dents who were most amazed by these activities decided to take part in the extracurric-
ular robotics course being part of the work-school transition program.
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Fig. 1. Example of the race environment. On the left side: the black line that the robot had to
follow (choosing the direction signaled by the green markers in the case of multiple options). On
the right side: the rectangular “dangerous area” with the balls. The red cross indicates the other
possible corner where the triangle could be placed

3 The robotics classes

The robotics laboratory within the Italian school-work transition program was sched-
uled into five lessons of four hours each, for a total of twenty hours. The aim of
the lessons was to find strategies to finalize a “rescue mission” performed by an au-
tonomous robot (Fig.1 shows an example of the race circuit). The “rescue mission” was
part of the national program of the RoboCup Junior challenge4.

3.1 The “rescue mission” in a nutshell

The goal of the mission was to get as many points as possible before the time ran out.
A mobile robot, positioned at the starting point, had to recognize and follow a twisty
path, created with a black line, which was painted on a floor with many asperities (e.g.,
bumps, halls, obstacles). At the end of the black path, the robot found a silvery line that
pointed out the entrance to a rectangular area: the “dangerous area” with the “victims”,
which were represented by balls. Particularly, the balls could be black (“dead victims”)
or silvery (“alive victims”). The robot had to pick up the balls and place them into a
triangular area, which had a certain height with respect to the floor. The triangle could
be positioned in one of the “dangerous area” corners that were in front of the robot
when it entered the area. Particularly, the rescue of “alive victims” gave more points
than the rescue of “dead victims”. After rescuing all the “victims”, the robot had to find
a way to exit the “dangerous area”.

4 https://junior.robocup.org/
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3.2 Lesson overview

Eleven students attended the course and they were divided into groups of two or three
students each. Each group had to realize and program its own robot, using the LEGO
Mindstorms NXT kit. During the course, they had to find, by collaborating with the
researchers and using the tools acquired during the lessons, strategies useful to accom-
plish the tasks of the race. Then, at the end of the course, the students were asked to
compile a questionnaire related to the quality and the usefulness of the course.

In the following sections, we present the tools that the researchers gave to the stu-
dents and some strategies that they found using them. The results of the questionnaire
is discussed in Section 4.

3.3 Proposed tools

The students were already familiar with the ROBOTC programming language 5 used to
program their robots. Thus, at the beginning of the first lesson, they were able to give
the robot’s wheels the basic commands to move it backward or forward. For this reason,
we decided to start the lessons with an overview of the sensors included in the LEGO
Mindstorms kit that could be useful for the race. Particularly, we introduced the usage
of the light sensor and the ultrasound sensor. During this lesson, we focused on the
importance of sensor calibration. In the following lesson, we decided to introduce the
students to the concept of closed-loop systems, comparing them to open-loop systems.
Then, we explained a more advanced architecture: the PID controller. The choice was
determined by the fact that some students were curious why sometimes their robots
could not be able to reach exactly the desired position. After that, we decided to explain
some basics of 3D mechanical design, using the FreeCAD software6. This choice was
motivated by the fact that it was allowed by the race rules to add additional 3D printed
parts and by the fact that mechanical design is a very useful skill in robotics related
to rapid prototyping. After the introduction to the aforementioned topics, we had a
brainstorming session with each group to investigate possible strategies to accomplish
the “rescue mission” tasks.

3.4 Solutions and strategies

In this section we report the most interesting strategies found by students’ groups, brain-
storming with the researchers.

– Black line following: to accomplish this task the students decided to use a light
sensor positioned in the frontal part of the robot, between the wheels, and facing
down. Thanks to the lesson related to sensor calibration, they were able to under-
stand immediately that the values given by the sensor were strictly intertwined with
the environment light condition. For this reason, they decided to change the thresh-
old found for the black color every time the light conditions changed and they took
note in order to do this during the race before the beginning of the “rescue mission”.

5 https://www.robotc.net/
6 https://www.freecadweb.org/
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– Identification of the triangle position: the students decided to use the ultrasound
sensor (placed on the frontal side of the robot and facing ahead) to measure the
robot distance from the side walls of the “dangerous area”. In doing so, the robot
was able to compute the center of the rectangular area in the transversal direction
and to go there. After that, by measuring its distance from the frontal wall and from
the corners of the room, the robot was able to understand in which corner of the
area the triangle was. (see Fig. 2 for a clear explanation of all the steps)

– Pick up of the “victims”: some students decided to design with the FreeCAD
software a calliper (Fig. 3). They decided to control the calliper elevation by imple-
menting the PID controller that the researchers explained during the related theo-
retical lessons.

– Coverage of the rectangular dangerous zone: The students decided to make the
robot do a serpentine. If a light sensor, positioned at the base of the calliper, identi-
fied a ball, the robot moved forward until the wall, where the ball could be dragged
in the calliper and then brought to the triangle. It is important to note that when
the robot arrived at the triangle, the height of the calliper had to be controlled in
order to lift the ball inside the triangle. For this task the students decided to not
distinguish between “alive or dead victims” but only to understand if the robot had
picked up a ball or not. (Fig. 4).

For the development of these strategies, the students have exploited multiple skills.
Indeed, while the first and the third proposed strategies are related to the development of
technical skills, the other two strategies are associated with problem-solving solutions.

Fig. 2. Triangle position identification. The solutions proposed by the students articulated as fol-
lows: a) After the entrance of the robot in the rectangular area, the robot rotates counterclockwise
and measures its distance from the wall on its left. b) The robot measures its distance from the
wall on its right. c The robot can now compute the midpoint of the area width and when it places
there, it computes its distance from the frontal wall. d-e) Known the distances computed in panel
c, named x and y, the robot can compute the angle α . At this point, the robot turns counter-
clockwise and clockwise of α . The triangle is placed in the corner where the measured distance
robot-corner is smaller (dashed red line)
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Fig. 3. Mechanical parts designed and realized by the students a) The calliper cad realized with
the FreeCAD software. b) Lateral view of the calliper mounted on a LEGO motor. c) Calliper
and motor mounted on the robot

Fig. 4. Coverage strategy found by the students: when the robot identifies the position of the
triangle, it memorizes that position and, in the meanwhile, it moves there. From the triangle
position, the robot starts the serpentine and when it recognizes a ball, it drags it till the wall, so
the ball can be wedged in the calliper and it can be brought to the triangle.

4 Discussions

The solutions proposed by the students were of course not the optimal solutions but
the message that we tried to deliver was that often in robotics there is no unique solu-
tion. This is the reason why, in this field, it is important to work with others and share
opinions and doubts. We also tried to show to the students that robotics is indeed mul-
tidisciplinary. For this reason, we introduced the 3D mechanical design and we invited
Eng. Daniele Benedettelli, a freelance LEGO designer who presented to the students
LEGONARO7, a LEGO portrayer robot. During this lesson, the students had also the
opportunity to be introduced to the concept of Artificial Intelligence that is becoming
very intertwined with modern robotics.

Another important point that we would like to underline is that the students, dur-
ing the implementation of the race solutions, were able to apply and understand the
importance of the concepts explained during the lessons, such as the calibration of the
sensors, the concept of closed-loop control and the 3D mechanical design. We think

7 https://robotics.benedettelli.com/legonardo/
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that it was of particular relevance to have robotics researchers explaining these ideas.
Indeed, robotics researchers naturally speak using the right contextual vocabulary and
show great confidence towards topics they deal with regularly. Because of this, it comes
pretty natural to us to teach these concepts, as we experience them daily. Teachers, on
the other hand, usually lack deep robotics knowledge and practice, and can thus benefit
from inputs coming from collaborations with universities. As mentioned before, this
project was an experience of work-school transition, so it was essential that the stu-
dents collaborated with experts in the robotic field. However, we would like to stress
the importance that the teachers’ knowledge of didactics and pedagogy would have in a
curricular course. For this reason, in that case, the teachers should hold the course, but
robotics professionals, such as robotics researchers, could provide substantial support
to both students and teachers.

Moreover, we also think that this project was a great opportunity for both researchers
and students. From one side, as said before, working on problem-solving with re-
searchers was a good chance for the students to be introduced to the robotics world
and more in general to the research world. On the other side, for us, this project was
not only very satisfactory but it also gave us the opportunity to explain in a simple way
concepts that we take for granted. Moreover, the students’ course/project impressions
are underlined by the results of the Likert scale questionnaire (Table 1) proposed at the
end of the course. In particular, the students identified the project as useful (Q1), they
considered the lessons well-explained (Q2) and they found that the lesson topics were
sufficiently detailed (Q3). Then, the students considered it was useful to work in groups
(Q4). They also considered that the course should have been longer (Q5). This last re-
sult is to be interpreted in light of the enthusiasm of the students. Indeed, some of them
left a comment suggesting that they would have willingly done a longer stage.

Finally, we would like to discuss some important problems related to robotics. The
first one is related to gender issues. The situation has improved considerably in recent
years, with more women in the scientific fields. However, the work that needs to be
done to highlight and resolve gender-related differences in STEM (Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering, and Mathematics) is still significant [16, 17]. Indeed, it is necessary
that females feel part of these fields as males do. Only male students participated in
the laboratory in 2018. The laboratory was open to volunteers since it represented one
possible choice among the opportunities offered within the school-work transition pro-
gram. We want to stress the importance of the preliminary activities that we carried out
(preliminary lessons and the visit to our laboratory) since they were aimed at a wider
audience (a large number of students participated, females included, not only the ones
involved in the laboratory activity). During the preliminary lessons and the visit to the
“Research Center E. Piaggio”, we explained that our course would be held by three
female researchers and two male researchers, and all the students could directly see fe-
males at work in a robotics laboratory. Encouragingly, in 2019 one female participated
in the course, and in 2020 two females were enrolled, even though the course was not
held due to COVID-19 restrictions. It is important to underline that the high school
“ITI Galileo Galilei” is a school mainly attended by males, so having two girls enrolled
in the course can be considered a good result. We hope that we served as a positive
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Questions mean±std

Q1 It was useful having taken part in this project 6.6±0.5

Q2 The lessons were well explained 6.7±0.5

Q3 The topics I was most interested in were suffi-
ciently detailed

6.4±0.7

Q4 It was useful working in groups 6.2±0.8

Q5 The entire course duration was appropriated 4.4±0.7
Table 1. Likert scale questions (from 1 to 7). 1 means that the students completely disagree with
the question and 7 means that the students completely agree with the question.

role model to encourage also female students to approach robotics and that the greater
female participation in consecutive years is a consequence.

The last point that is important to underline in this context is that educational sci-
entific subjects have been really affected by COVID-19 restrictions. Indeed, organizing
a laboratory tour and teaching a course like the one we held is difficult and not well
manageable with the pandemic restrictions. However, the presentation of the laboratory
activities could be held online. During pandemic, a virtual presentation of the labora-
tory activities of the Research Center E. Piaggio was tested for the Researchers’ Night
event and the experience was really immersive for the people that were at home (see the
video of the event at this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QvTPpAReUg).

Then, to solve the problem of the robotics course, something could be achieved with
funds to buy a laptop and a LEGO Mindstrorms kit for each student. The students could
not collaborate during the lessons as they would have done in class, but they could at
least try out their solutions on the robot. Moreover, it has also been suggested [18] that
simulators represent the most suitable solution to easily carry on robotics classes within
the restrictions imposed by the recent social distancing. Indeed, if the school has not
enough funds to buy a huge number of robots, each student could use the simulator
to test his/her strategies and then the teacher could try the solutions on the real robot
during a video lesson. Furthermore, the target simulator should be easy-to-use, accurate
enough for the students to test their solutions reliably, and moderately priced. Finally,
to solve the problem related to the printing of the 3D mechanical parts, the school could
rely on online platforms that offer 3D printing and shipping services (e.g., 3Dhubs 8 or
Fab Labs of the city)
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